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The paper deals with Eisenstein-series on the four-dimensional hyperbolic space 
in the realization of a quaternionic upper half-plane. The Rankin-Selberg method 
leads to a duality theorem saying that these Eisenstein-series arise from those on 
the complex upper half-plane by the Petersson inner product with certain theta- 
series and vice versa. Moreover the meromorphic continuation and a Kronecker 
limit formula are proved and Hecke-operators are introduced. ‘(‘I 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Non-analytic Eisenstein-series on various types of half-spaces have been 
investigated by several mathematicians (e.g., A. Selberg, H. MaaD, R. P. 
Langlands, G. Shimura, A. Terras, K. Imai, D. Bump, S. Friedberg, 
I. Efrat, J. Hoffstein, S. J. Patterson). Starting with the classical situation, 
non-analytic Eisenstein-series on the upper half-plane in C, which are 
defined by certain congruence relations, were studied by H. MaaB [ 131. 
J. Elstrodt, F. Grunewald, and J. Mennicke [2] investigated Eisenstein- 
series on the three-dimensional hyperbolic space, which are associated with 
an imaginary quadratic number field. The analogous results for the live- 
dimensional hyperbolic space are due to V. Krafft and D. Osenberg [S]. 
In this paper we deal with the four-dimensional hyperbolic space in the 
realization of a quaternionic upper half-plane, whose geometric properties 
were studied by E. Kahler [7]. The attached Eisenstein-series were 
investigated by V. A. Gritsenko [4, 51 and in a more general context in 
[ 111. V. A. Gritsenko [4] applies these Eisenstein-series in order to deal 
with zeta functions related to Hermitian modular forms of degree 2. 
The main result of this paper is a duality theorem for Eisenstein-series 
on the complex and quaternionic upper half-plane, which is obtained by 
the Rankin-Selberg method. The Petersson inner product of one type of 
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Eisenstein-series with certain non-analytic theta-series yields the other type 
of Eisenstein-series. The proof follows the procedure by H. MaaB [ 151, 
who established a connection between Eisenstein-series on the complex 
upper half-plane and on the Siegel half-space of degree 2. 
The duality especially yields the meromorphic continuation of the 
Eisenstein-series on the quaternionic upper half-plane. Invoking the 
Fourier-expansion we obtain a Kronecker limit formula in this case. 
Finally we introduce Hecke-operators, which supply number theoretical 
relations among the Fourier-coefficients of the Eisenstein-series. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let IF!, C, resp. W denote the field of real resp. complex numbers resp. the 
skew field of Hamiltonian quaternions. The canonical [W-basis of W is 
denoted by 1, i, j, k = ij (cf. [6, pp. 95-981). Let a ++fi be the canonical 
involution on W and set 
Re(a):= $(a+ti), N(a) := ua, Ial := &F), 
Im[HI:= {u~W;Re(u)=O)=[Wi+F!+tk. 
The letters I, J, and Q are reserved for the matrices 
Given matrices A, B of appropriate size, let B’ denote the transpose of B 
and set A[ B] : = B’AB. 
Let I? denote the upper half-plane in @, whose elements are always 
given in the form 
I = .Y + iy. 9, y E R, J’ > 0. 
If one defines the hyperbolic metric on .X by 
ds” = J’ ~2(d.x2 + dy’), 
one obtains the associated volume measure 2~ as 
dv=y ~‘d.xdJ 
and the corresponding LaplaceeBeltrami-operator in the form 
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The matrices M=(~~)ESL(~;R)={NEM~~(~;R); detN=l). act on 2 
via 
a-? + b 
zt--+M(z):=~d=xM+iy,,, y,+,= 
Given 2 E X define the positive definite 2 x 2 matrix 
P=:= (i lyy)[(.: y 
= i Iz12 x 
( ) J’ .Y 1 
E X(2; R) A Pos(2; IF!). 
The identity 
PM<:;, = P,CM’I 
holds for all A4 E SL( 2; R), especially 
Pp,,,=P,[J]=P;‘. 
Given g = (c, d) E R x R one easily checks 
(1) 
(2) 
P,[g’] =; Icz+d12. (3) 
Moreover f := SL(2; Z) denotes the elliptic modular group and 
an attached fundamental domain. 
Let 3 : = 10, cc [ x Im W be the half-space model of the four-dimen- 
sional hyperbolic space, which was more generally investigated in [ 111. 
The points of 2 are always written in the form 
The corresponding hyperbolic metric is defined by 
d? = z’-*(duf + du; + du: + du’). 
The associated volume element equals 
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and the attached Laplace-Beltrami-operator is given by 
The modified symplectic group over W of degree 1 
M@(l;W):= {MEMat(2;W);Q[M]=Qi 
acts on 2 by fractional linear transformation, i.e., given M = (: 2) E 
M,Sp(l; W) and WES?? set 
M(M’)=(aw+h)(c~v+d)~‘=u,+u*,E~, v*,= 
11 
I(.M’+dl”’ 
Given WE 2 define the (over W) Hermitian positive definite 2 x 2 matrix 
R:= (b l;J[(t Y)] 
=I lw12 u 
( > 
eMSI)(l; W)nPos(Z; W). 
1: 27 1 
The identity 
P Al<,,) = R,.C~‘l (4) 
for ME MSp( 1; W) holds according to [ 11, Theorem 1.41, especially 
P ,!,,. =P,,[Q]=p,, ‘. (5) 
Given g = (c, d) E W x W one easily checks 
(6) 
In the sequel we deal with the Hurwitz order 
CC : = Zp + Zi + Zj + Zk, p=$(l +i+j+k), 
and the subring 
Therefore we have to consider two modular groups 
F(Cj) : = MSp( 1; W) n Mat(2; I?), 
F(A):= MSp(l;W)nMat(2;A). 
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PROPOSITION 1. (a) P( A ) is a normal subgroup of F( @ ) of index 3 with 
F(C) = T(A) u (pl) F(A) u (PZ) F(A). 
(b) F(A) is generated tqt the matrices 
(c) .F := (nE2; tall,, 242, 11131 0, Iw( 3 1) 
is a fundamental domain of 9 with respect to the action qf F(A). 
Proof: (a), (b) Proceed in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1 in [ 111 and observe the identity 
(Q(A (;))‘=cuZ for o=i, j,k. 
(c) Apply [ll, Corollary 3.61, part (a); [9, 1.1.33. 1 
3. THETA-SERIES 
We introduce two types of theta-series depending on the variables : E Y 
and )t’ E 2, namely 
At first we compare these definitions with the definition of theta-series on 
the half-space of quaternions H(2; W) of degree 2 (cf. [9, p. 1011). Using 
the obvious identifications of i, j, k with e,, e3, e4, we obtain 
$(z, w) = $O,,,(Z, 1; n x ff), 2 = Z(z, M’) = xQ + iyp,. E H(2; II-U), (7) 
&z, w) = u’O,,,( w, 1; n x A), W= W(z, w)=uJ+ioP,EH(2; W). (8) 
The invariance properties are stated in the 
PROPOSITION 2. Given A4 E I- and fi E p(A) one has 
(i) $(M(z), k?(u~))= 9(,-, rrx), 
(ii) &M(z), a(+*>)) = 9(:, ic). 
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Proof: The mappings A2 + A’, g H fi’g, and A2 + A’, g H M’g, are 
obviously bijective. Thus 9 proves to be invariant under w H @ii(~) and ,g 
under z H M(z) in view of (4) and (1). Next $(z + 1, u.) = 9(z, w) follows 
from Q[g] E 22 for ge A’. Similarly ,g(z, M’ + w) = $(z, M’) for w E Zi+ 
JLj + Zk becomes a consequence of (tuJ)[g] E 22 for g E A’. 
Next consider (7) (8) and calculate 
by the use of (2) and (5). Then we apply (7), (8), and the theta-transfor- 
mation-formula [9, IV.2.23 in order to obtain 
Now Proposition 1 completes the proof. 1 
Part (a) can also be obtained from S. Friedberg [3, Theorem 31 by 
regarding this theta-series as a specialization of a symplectic theta-series. 
LEMMA 1. (a) Given 2 E X, w E X one has 
3( -2, C) = 3(:, M’), 9(--r, M’) = tqz, w). 
(b) Given positive reals y, v one has 
3( ill, v) = 9( iv, ~1) = 8( iy, v) = 9( iv, y ). 
Proof (a) Replace g = (c, n)’ in the definition by ( -c, d)‘. 
(b) The use of the theta-transformation-formula in [9, p. 1111, 
leads to 
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Moreover we are interested in some special values. Therefore let 
SE Pos(8; R) be even and unimodular. Then the theta-series 
O(z;S):= 1 en’-‘, ,EX, 
gtL8 
is an elliptic modular form of weight 4, which of course coincides with the 
Eisenstein-series. We obtain with p = $( 1 + i + j + k) 
LEMMA 2. One has for aI/ positive reals J’ 
9( iy, p) = 9(i): p) = $O(iy; S). 
ProoJ We calculate 
PO = 
2 i+j+k 
-i-j-k 2 
E Pos(2; W), detP,,= 1. 
Using [9, p. 151, we conclude that ?, is a positive definite even 
unimodular 8 x 8 matrix and hence equivalent to S. Thus we have 
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We need certain differential operators. Considering the Laplace- 
Beltrami-operator in Section 2, we define 
52 := A-2id, 
which becomes X(2; R)-invariant. On the other hand 
A?:= d”+2id 
proves to be MSp( 1; W)-invariant. 
A simple calculation yields 
LEMMA 3. Setting P = P, and B = P,. , one has for all z E S and MV E $1 
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We derive a result on the behavior of convergence of the arising series. 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) Given a compact subset @ c .%?, there exist positive 
constants C and 6 depending onl}) on S? such that 
holds for all 2 E X and w E @. 
(b) Given a compact subset % c .X’, there esist positive constants ‘t 
and 6 depending on!,1 OFI %’ such that 
holds for all z E % and w E 2. 
Proqf: (a) At first there exists 6 > 0 depending only on @ such that 
holds for all M’ E @. In view of lQ[g] I < g’g and Lemma 3 it therefore 
suffices to estimate 
?’ r+2 .qFz8 (g’g)rem3iiJn’R, r= 1, 2. (*) 
There exists a constant c, depending only on 6 such that 
( yg’g )’ < c, e”p’p 
for all g E 2’. Since all 0 #g E Z8 satisfy 
36yg’g b 6y + 26&g, 
the series (*) is majorized by 
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We apply [ 14, p. 2341 and obtain c2 > 0 depending on 6 such that 
Hence (*) is majorized by 
(b) The assertion is proved in the same way. u 
Besides the series above we need certain subseries. Given 
g=(c,d)EAxA then one has cd+dT=Q[$] and cd-&=J[$]. 
Moreover cd- dC = 0 implies g = (ya, Sa) for some ;‘, 6 E Z and a E A, hence 
(uJ)[g’] = 0 for all u E Im W. Now define 
Setting P = P, and P = P,,,, Lemma 3 yields 
.QlY,(z, w) = y2 c [(7cyP[g’])2-4nyj5[g’]] e-n?=‘], (9) 
y=(c.d)E,IX.I 
d+d?=O 
QS,(z, w) = u2 c [(nvP[$])‘- 27ruP[$]] e-aoPCR1. (10) 
R=(‘..d)Enx.4 
‘~d-d?=O 
The connection between both types of series is established by integration 
over certain fundamental parallelotopes. Let 
LEMMA 4. 
(a) 
(b) 
s L?9(z, w) dx = Qr!J,(iy, WI). ro. I I 
s 
a&z, w) du, du2 du, = d$,(,-, u). 
f 
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Proof. (a) Given g = (c, d) E A x A then (c, d) = +( cd + CC) E Z yields 
(b) Given g = (c, d) E A x A one similarly obtains 
s enrtuJ ‘rn’l du, du, du, = 1 rr 0 
Note that cd~ IF! is equivalent to cd- d? = 0. 1 
5. DUALITY OF EISENSTEIN-SERIES 
Let~,={(~~)~~c=O~=ji:(~;‘);m~~~.Givens~~withRe(.~)>l 
we consider the Eisenstein-series on A? 
On several occasions we need the related series 
which we also refer to as an Eisenstein-series. Here and in the sequel the 
prime means that the pair (0,O) has to be omitted in the summation. The 
connection between both series is given by 
E*(z, s) = 2[(2s) E(z, s), (11) 
where < denotes the Riemann-zeta-function. 
Similarly set TX : = ( (p 5;) E F;; c = 0 ). for F = r(/1) and 7 = F( 0 ). Given 
s E @ with Re(s) > 3 we consider the Eisenstein-series on 2 
Note that the series coincide for F = p(A) and F= F(I”) in view of 
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Proposition 1. One has ,!?(w, s) = E~(K,, s) in the notation of [ll]. Again 
we refer to the related series 
as an Eisenstein-series. 
Considering the Epstein-zeta-function with the 4 x 4 identity matrix Zf4) 
[(I? s) = c (g’g)-“= c N(c)-” 
OfntiP O#< t/l 
= 8( 1 - 22p 2s) i(s) c(s - 1 ), 
which converges for s E C with Re(s) > 2, we have the connection 
E*(w, s) = [(I’“‘; s) E(M’, s). (12) 
Let T(s) denote the gamma-function. Then one has 
r(s) c-A = 
s 
XL y le--“” dJ for c > 0, s E @, Re(s) > 0. (13) 
0 
If 9 denotes the fundamental domain as in Section 2, we obtain 
THEOREM 1. Given s E @ with Re(s) > 3 one has for all MI E s?‘: 
i‘ E(z, s - 1) Q9(z, M’) dV(Z) .s 
=s(s- 3) nmmsr(s) E*(w, s). 
Proof. Denote the integral by 9. Due to [ 11, Theorem 4.41 the quan- 
tity IE(z, s- 1)) is for ZEF uniformly bounded by CyRe(s)-‘. We apply 
Proposition 3 and obtain the existence of 9 in virtue of J-p dt (z) < CO. 
According, to Proposition 2 the theta-series Q9(z, IV) is invariant under the 
transformations z I-+ M(z), ME ZY Hence we calculate 
i--XJ(M(z). w) dqL(z) 
=I y- ‘Q$(z, MI) drb(z), ,~-, 
641,,30/?-6 
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where Fz = {z E X”; 0 d x d 1) is a fundamental domain of X with respect 
to the action of r, . Then Lemma 4, (9) and (13) imply 
= 1’ [l-(s+2)-4r(s+ l)].~~.~(P,,.[g’])~‘. 
p=(<,d)tnx.l 
d+di=O 
The functional equation of the gamma-function and (6) imply 
.a = s(s - 3) f(s) n T*(w, s). 1 
Then the theorem immediately leads to the meromorphic continuation to 
the whole complex s-plane. 
COROLLARY 1. The Eisenstein-series E( ~1, s) and E *( w, s) possess 
meromorphic continuations to the brhole complex s-plane. The function 
i&v, s) := 7c-‘“f(s) T(s- 1) [(2s-2) E*(W, s) 
satisfies the ,functional equation 
iE(M’,S)=Qw, 3-s). 
Proof: The function 27r’ ‘f(s- l)i(2s-2) E(z,s- l)=rcP”T(s- 1) 
E*(z, s - 1) is holomorphic for s E @ - { 1, 2) and remains invariant under 
SH 3 -s due to [lS, p. 2081. Since the function grows as a polynomial of 
I’, whenever ZEP tends to ‘xi, the existence and the functional equation 
follow from Theorem 1. 1 
The results of Theorem 1 were independently communicated by V. A. 
Gritsenko [4]. 
Next we derive the dual of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Given s E C with Re(s) > 2 one has for all 2 E ~8’: 
= f(s - 1) SC”r(s) [(I’“); s) E(z, s). 
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ProoJ In view of I,!?(u), s + 1 )I 6 CuRe(‘) + ‘, Proposition 3 guarantees the 
existence of the integral, which is denoted by .f. Abbreviating F= F(n) 
analogous arguments yield 
where FG = {k(A1;,); o~Zi+Zj++Zk} and 9; = (~)E~;c;uE%^} 
denotes a fundamental domain of 3 with respect to F”, Then Lemma 4, 
(lo), and (13) imply 
1 
=- ,-,c.~sA,,, Jox [~“+‘(nP,[g’])~-2u”nP,[g’]] eC”‘p~rR’3 &I 
4 
d di=O 
1 
=- 
4 C’ 
[f(S+2)-2r(S+l)] 7c-‘(P,[g’])r’. 
g=lc.d)E.IxA 
CJ li=o 
g = (ya, Sa) runs through the described set, whenever (; $): f ,\ r and a 
runs through /i - {OS in view of [9, II. 2.61. Thus the functional equation 
of the gamma function and (3) lead to 
J’= $(s - 1) S7c ,‘z-(s) [(z’4’; S) E(,-, S). 1 
Of course the method of analytic continuation applied in Corollary 1 
does not yield any information about poles and residues. Therefore a closer 
look at the Fourier-expansion is necessary. 
6. FOURIER-EXPANSION AND KRONECKER-LIMIT-FORMULA 
The Fourier-expansion of the Eisenstein-series E*( W, S) was determined 
in [11,5.9]. Given SEC with Re(s)>l and non-zero w,o*EImn= 
Zi + Zj + Zk set 
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which is an Epstein-zeta-function of a binary quadratic form, whenever 
N(m) = N(o*) (cf. [ 11, 5.81). Setting 
for 0 # o E Im A, the Fourier-expansion equals 
E*(w, s) = [(Z’“‘; s) 2:’ + 7ry(P4’; s - 1 ) 
R-3/2).1(2~-3) u3-., 
f(s).[(2s-2) 
n’ 
+2 47).1(2J-2) O+r,,E,m,, c i‘,(o) v’!‘K, 31r(2x /WI II) e2ni(u.‘o). 
(14) 
We strengthen Corollary 1 by 
THEOREM 3. The ,jimction 
Q&S):= n’~““f(s)f(s-1)1(2s-2) E*(w,s) 
possesses a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex s-plane bcith 
poles, which prove to be simple, at most at s = 0, 1, 2, 3 and satisfies the 
functional equation 
E( M’, s) = E( w, 3 - s). 
The Eisenstein-series possesses a meromorphic continuation to the whole 
s-plane with a simple pole at s = 3 and residue 
res E*(~v, s) =y i(3). 
r=3 
Moreover one has the special values 
E*(w, O)= -1 
and 
E*(w,s)=O ,for s=t as well ass= -1, -2, -3 ,... 
Proof. Setting q(s) = K’ -“f(s) T(s- 1) [(2s - 2) [(I’“‘; s), the Fourier- 
expansion of E(w, s) has the form 
E( IV, s) = q(s) L’I + cp( 3 - s) 1” ’ 
+2 c 7~’ -‘f(s - 1) c,(w) c~~~~K,, _ J12(271 01 v) e2niCu.rr’; 
0 f 01 t lm A 
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in view of (14) and [18, p. 593. Using [18, p. 59; 11, 5.81, we conclude that 
7~’ ‘T(s - 1) c’,(o) is invariant under s H 3 -s. Thus another proof for the 
functional equation is complete. 
In view of [ 18, p. 591, the only poles, which appear in the Fourier- 
expansion of E(NJ, s), are at s = 0, 1 , 1, 2, 3 and they prove to be simple. 
Calculation of the residues implies that the poles at s= t cancel. Since 
<(2s- 2) possesses a pole at s = $ we conclude .!?*(\c, +) =O. Using [18, 
p. 591 and (14) we calculate 
72 
res ~*(\v,s)=~(~) __ *3;2 
., = 3 
fgy4y=y l(3). 
We obtain i?*(~‘, 0)= -1 from the formula for the residue and the 
functional equation. Again the functional equation yields the holomorphy 
of E( u’, s) at s = -1, -2, - 3, . . . . In view of [ 18, p. 591, the function 
n ’ -“T(.s - 1) ((2s - 2) is holomorphic and non-zero at s = - 1, -2, -3, . . . . 
Then the poles of the gamma function imply B*( ~1, s) = 0 for 
.s= -I, -2, -3, . . . . 1 
Let 1’ denote the Euler constant and define 
c:= ;j+;-; log?+; (2)+2; (3)-2; (4), 
h(w) 
1 
: = - 
18 
7c2v3 + c 
1 
O+r~~~lm,l 
c3(0) 1(3) 
v 
X 
1 + 271 10( 
7c2 lo13:2 e 
2n ~,“~“+2nr~u.<r,) 
Then the first Kronecker limt formula is described in 
THEOREM 4. Otle has 
lim I?*(u), s)-~ s-3 
( 
45 l(3) 
543 1 
=; [(3)(C-logt,+h(w)). 
Proof: Looking at the Fourier-expansion (14) we get 
lim E*(w, s)-~ s-3 
( 
45 l(3) 
., - 3 > 
=i n25(3)v3+iiy7 
-( 
f(3) 
f(s)[(~-2)--~ 
> 
+ c c3(w) - v 9o 3’2K3,7(2~ (01 v) e2n’<u,‘o>, 
0 + w t Im .1 71 
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where 
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f‘@) z 8713”( 1 - z4 *\) T(s-3/2)i(s-l)1(2.~-3) t,3 ., 
f(s).[(2s-2) 
Clearly 
holds. Taking the special values for Z-‘/f from [ 16, p. 151, we obtain 
f.‘(3)+(3) -log+~log2+$(2)+2;(3)-2$(4) 
Finally we take 
from [16, p. 731. 1 
Thus h(w) turns out to be the analogue of log (q(z)/ in the case of the 
four-dimensional hyperbolic space. We can apply the same arguments, 
which were used by T. Asai [ 11, in order to describe h(w). 
THEOREM 5. The function h has the following properties: 
(a) h is a real-valued, real-analytic function on 2 and vanishes under the 
Laplace-Beltrami-operator, i.e., 
A, = 0. 
(b) Given M= (; ;)~p((il) one has 
h(w)=h(M(rv))+log Icw+d(‘. 
Proof. (a) h has a Fourier-expansion of the form 
1 
h(w) =- x2v3 + 
18 
1 a(o; L,) elnr<u,w, 
O+WEItTl,l 
with a(w, v) = c(( -co, u) E R. Hence h is real-valued and real-analytic. Due 
to the description of 2 the property dh = 0 follows by a simple calculation. 
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(b) E*(M( w), S) = ,?*(MJ, S) and Theorem 4 lead to 
h(M(M’))-logo,=/%(w)-logu. 
Now Us = o Icw + dip2 completes the proof. 1 
7. THE ASSOCIATED HECKE-ALGEBRA 
In order to deal with the associated Hecke-algebra, we have to recall the 
notions of divisibility for the Hurwitz order 8. Given a, b E lo - (0) set 
alb if a-‘be@ and ba-‘EC”. 
a possesses a unique representation 
a=(1 +i)‘nc, 
where e is a non-negative integer, n E N is odd, and c E 0 is such that 
(l/m)c $0 for all m E Z, m > 1, and N(c) is odd. Hence inv(a) : = (1 + i)’ n 
is well defined. We call a a total divisor of b and write a /I b if a 1 inv(b). 
Moreover a and b are said to be similar if N(a) = N(b) and inv(a) = inv(b) 
(cf. [lo]). 
Given m E N set 
F(m) := {ME Mat(2; 0); Q[M] =mQ), 
hence F( 1) = F(C). The elementary divisor theory is stated as 
THEOREM 6. Let p= F(C) and m E N. 
(a) Given ME F(m) there exist K, L E F and a, de lC such that 
KML = a )I d, ad=m. 
a and b are unique up to similarity. 
(b) Let a, d, a*, d* E G satisfy ad= a*d* = m and suppose that a, a* 
as well as d, d* are similar. Then K, L E F exist such that 
Proof. (a) The existence can be proved in analogy with [9, 1.1.21, if 
one notes that ad = m implies a = ccg and d = 6g for some LX, 6 E N and g E 0. 
The uniqueness follows from [lo] in view of FC GL(2; 0). 
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(b) There exist X, S e N and similar elements g, h E @ satisfying 
(x odj=(Y :gj3 (“,* J*>=(“o” Rh). 
In virtue of the proof of Lemma 4 in [lo] there exist o E Zi + Zj + Zk and 
8, y E Z such that pN(o) + ym2 = 1, gw E C,;h. Then one has 
Now set 
‘I. 
.9-:= u ,F(m), q := (j F(p”) 
n,= I n, = 0 
for a prime number p. It is clear that the pair (F(0), F) fulfills the Hecke- 
condition. Thus we can consider the Hecke-algebra sj = $(p(‘(o, F) over Z 
and their primary component $,, = 5(?;(O), FP) in the sense of G: Shimura 
(cf. [17] or [12]). 
Exactly the same arguments, which were used in [12], now lead to 
THEOREM 7. Let p= F( ~3). 
(a) The Hecke-algebra !f~ is commutative and coincides with the tensor 
product of its primary components, i.e., 
(b) G32 is the polynomial ring over h in the elements 
F 1 0 ( i 0 2 ?: F(1 +i)ZF, 
which are algebraicallWy independent. 
(c) Let p > 2 be a prime and a E 6 with N(a) =p. Then 9, equals the 
polynomial ring over Z in the elements 
which are algebraically independent. 
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Note that there is a decisive difference between the elementary divisor 
theory for F and for the modular group of quaternions in [ 121. The results 
above are remarkable, since the Hecke-algebras over the Hurwitz order in 
the case n = 1 in [ 121 are exceptional. 
8. HECKE-OPERATORS 
Let $= F( 0) throughout this section. Consider TE 5 @ C in the form 
where t(pMp) E C is non-zero only for finitely many double cosets. Note 
that the matrices in Y act on X by fractional linear transformation and 
that the Eisenstein-series is invariant under MI H M(W), ME 7. Hence the 
Hecke-operator 
E(w, s) 1 T:= c t(FMF) &M(w), s) 
M. h.P 
is well defined. 
THEOREM 8. The Eisenstein-series is an eigenform under all Hecke- 
operators, i.e., given TE 5j Q @ there exists A,(T) E @ satisfying 
E( w, s) 1 T = &( T) E( w, s). 
Proof It suffices to prove the assertion for T= FM?; MeF(m). Let 
M,, p = 1, . ..) r, be representatives of F\ T in the form M, = ($ 5). If 
{ N,,;v E N ) denotes a set of representatives of p’, \ F then one can show 
that M, N,, as well as N,M,, v E N, p= 1, . . . . r, run through sets of 
representatives of F,\ T. If M,, = (;; I;), we have 
fV M,N,=m’N(d)p”j?(~,~). 
Thus the assertion follows. 1 
As an application we obtain relations among the Fourier-coefficients 
c,(w) described in Section 6. 
Given O#dEO and h, b*E0 with db+hd=db*+b*d=O define b-b* 
mod d if (b* - 6) d-’ E Im A. Then let b mod d indicate that b runs through 
a set of representatives of this equivalence relation. Given w  E Im /i set 
cp(w, d) := 1 e2ni<Whd-‘>, 
hmodd 
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A description of cp(w, d) was given by V. A. Gritsenko [S]. Considering 
T= CM:r\.P,m,,r FMF for m E N one has 
1,,(T)=& m” 1 N(d)p‘cp(O, d). 
dtC.dim 
Now we apply this special T to the Fourier-expansion of &w, s). Setting 
c,(w) = 0, whenever o 4 Im A, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Given m E N and 0 # o E Im A, one has 
=c,(~)rn’~~~’ 1 N(d)-“cp(0, d). 
‘It c. dim 
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